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This general one page summary introduces our world to the World Consulting of BidOnKeith.com 	

Keith Duncan is the USPressAssociation.org ID 5889516. International Correspondent who is also the 
top ranked anti-crime corruption cybercrime prevention strategy consultant for all governments, world 
Leaders, Military, United Nations, Corporations, NGOs, and literally all of mankind. Full scale details 
of Keith’s +40 years of focused massive contributions to world corporations and governments are at 
www.BidOnKeith.com and +77 dedicated world changing websites cross referenced gifted to all.	

www.BuiltByKeith.com is the worlds first clearinghouse of perfected operational strategy methods 
gifted to all governments, corporations, churches, and 7.49 billion people.   The most powerful 
reformation methodology in world history will always be SolutionGovernment.com and 
eVOTE.ONE that replaces all corrupt leadership individuals in government and corporate positions 
with new integrity focused leaders who are 100% openly visible in their representation of their 
taxpayer citizen shareholders. We treat them all as highly paid consultants who represent the will of the 
majority of our people by electronic voting and open video streamed real time news events over OCTV.  	

FatherKeith.com Duncan has been creating and running high technology based companies in all 
aspects of strategy, business operational procedures, and creating performance models that are scalable, 
highly profitable, and self-sustaining. Keith’s primary motto is: ‘Use technology, common sense, and 
principals of open integrity to fearlessly protect the rights of all others.’   Keith runs high technology 
companies of BuiltByKeith.com IcStand.com PhoneCradle.com CreatorKeith.com + many other 
100% focused educational services and products using IT Corporate level Operational Process metrics. 	

He has designed multiple future generation and state of the art telecommunication product solutions for 
commercial telecommunication, world banking,  and high end computer automation and secure communication 
channel applications. Over 30 world companies such as AT&T, BellSouth, IBM, Dupont, and most major world 
banks starting in 1976 have benefited in Billions of $$$ profits and self-sustained systems.  Keith earned his 
Computer Systems and Micro Electronics operating systems Degree from N.C.S.U. Raleigh NC USA in 1981 
with focus on designing perfect systems that require little maintenance yet remain fully scalable for new 
features and enhancements.	

10 to 50% of our worlds energy will be conserved with patent application TurnOffLights.com   
SolutionHousing.com eliminates poverty worldwide and redistributes all criminally acquired assets to all 
7.44 billion people when Interpol URLiDent.com is finally put into standard world practice as the only 
referential integrity based database to complete the ‘Borderless Justice’ programs that have never been 
successful despite trillions of $$$ spent by military, defense industry, and governments at taxpayer expense to 
identify exactly who are TheFinalTerrorist.com who work with PCTerror.com insiders to defraud our 
citizens of their civil rights, assets, and even to engage in black-market enterprises of cybercrime terrorism and 
slave trading.  Contact FatherKeith.com for interviews and press conferences   Anyone can find Keith 
Duncan when they simply follow these operational directives gifted to all mankind.  SolutionManifesto.com 
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